A station observation based global land monthly mean surface air temperature dataset at 2 0.5 x 0.5 latitude-longitude resolution for the period from 1948 to the present was developed 3 recently at the Climate Prediction Center, National Centers for Environmental Prediction. This 4 data set is different from some existing surface air temperature data sets in: (1) using a 5 combination of two large individual data sets of station observations collected from the Global 6 Historical Climatology Network version 2 and the Climate Anomaly Monitoring System, so it 7 can be regularly updated in near real time with plenty of stations and (2) some unique 8 interpolation methods, such as the anomaly interpolation approach with spatially-temporally 9 varying temperature lapse-rates derived from the observation based Reanalysis for topographic 10 adjustment. 11
1. Introduction 26 regularly updated, in real time that is. The CAMS data is, in general, not quality controlled at the 13 same level of sophistication on the GHCN. 14 Figure 1 presents the time series of the number of available stations reporting MMSAT 15 from the GHCN, the CAMS networks and their combined results (GHCN+CAMS) for the period 16 of 1948 to last month, where duplicate stations have been removed. It shows the GHCN data set 17 has much more available stations than the CAMS data set before 1981 and most of the early 18 CAMS data duplicates the GHCN. Then both the GHCN set and the CAMS data sets contain a 19 similar amount (around 5000) of station data between 1981 and 1990 and more than half of the 20 data are not duplicates. After 1991, the CAMS network collects considerably more station data 21 than the GHCN. This is very important for real time updates. 22 Some quality controls are done routinely by the CPC for the CAMS data, such as when 1 monthly data is calculated from daily GTS data and if the station has missing data for a certain 2 number of days (e.g. three days for surface air temperature and one day for precipitation) in a 3 month, this station will be excluded from the dataset in this month. Also to maintain 4 homogeneity and remove outliers, some station data quality controls are further performed here 5 for the CAMS dataset, including ( deviation or more away from the mean (seasonally dependent) and 2) in absolute value larger 8 than T c (here T c is latitude dependent positive number with a small value in low latitude and a 9 large value in high latitude) are reset as undefined values. A bias check for discontinuity of time 10 series will be considered in the near future. 11 12 2.2) Merging GHCN and CAMS data sets 13 Figure 2 illustrates the spatial and temporal distribution of the GHCN and the CAMS 14 MMSAT data sets. Overall, the GHCN MMSAT data set has a better data density (coverage) 15 than the CAMS data set before 1981 and the best station networks of the GHCN stations are 16 located in the US, while the CAMS MMSAT station networks collect more data than the GHCN 17 after 1990 and most of the CAMS stations reside in Europe, Russia and China. The CAMS 18
MMSAT station network also picks up more data in Africa and South America than the GHCN 19 station networks after 1992. 20
Since the GHCN and CAMS data sets collect data from different sources, the data 21 coverage (i.e. station locations and period of data collected) from the two data sets may be 22 different, even for the duplicate stations. In general, the GHCN data set collects more data than 23 the CAMS before 1981 and quickly drops after 1991. The CAMS data set collects more data 24 than the GHCN after 1981 (by the time CPC started to archive GTS data) and it stays relatively 1 stable in the real time update. 2
To take advantage of both data sets, the following method was used to merge the two data 3 sets and eliminate as much duplication as possible. The merging methodology is a three-step 4 process: First, the data before 1948 in the GHCN has been ignored here and secondly the two 5 data sets have been reorganized so that both the data sets have a similar data structure, starting 6 and ending time points, and are thus easy to merge. Thirdly, for those stations in the two data 7 sets which have the same World Meteorological Organization (WMO) station identification 8 number, a match checking for both the station distance and temporal correlation has been 9 conducted. Whenever the two stations with the same WMO identification number fall in the 10 following situations: (1) differences of latitude and longitude are both less than 0.1 degree and 11
(2) the temporal correlation of the two station data sets is larger than 0.9, then a match (or 12 duplication) is declared. Under these criteria, there were 2460 duplicate stations and 3698 non-13 duplicate stations in the CAMS datasets. Therefore, the total number of non-duplicate stations 14 from the GHCN and CAMS merged data sets is 10978. 15
For the duplicate stations, if both stations have no missing data, the station data of the 16 GHCN will be kept and the CAMS station data will be set to undefined data. If the GHCN 17 station data is missing and the CAMS station data is available, the CAMS station data will be 18 used to replace the GHCN station data. In this latter scenario (i.e. GHCN missing and CAMS 19 existing for the duplicate stations), there were 1133 stations which were patched with more than 20 100 months of the CAMS data, and 185 stations that were patched with more than 200 months of 21 the CAMS data for the period of 1948 to present month. Since many stations only have reports 22 during a certain period, the total number of available station reports in each month is always 23 smaller than the total available 10978 stations and, in fact, never exceeds 8100 (see Figure 1) . 24
The above results show that the CAMS dataset not only brings in about 3700 new stations 25 which the GHCN data set does not have at all, but also patches many missing data points for 26 duplicate stations in the GHCN data set. The stable data collection underlying the CAMS data 1 set after 1981 plays a crucial role for near real time updates. 2 3 2.3) Algorithm for Analysis 4 Several algorithms, from the Thiessen's polygon (Hulme 1992) , the thin-plate spline-5 fitting (New et al 1999) , the optimal interpolation (Gandin 1965 , Reynolds and Smith 1994 , 6 Chen et al 2002 to the least squares distance weighting etc (Cressman 1959 , Ropelewski et al 7 1985 , Higgins et al 2004 have been used to interpolate irregularly distributed meteorological 8 station data to a grid. An overview of common data interpolation techniques and some major 9 spatial climate-forcing factors can be seen in Daly's (2006) paper. Here the Cressman based 10 objective analysis scheme, which is built into the Grid Analysis and Display System (GrADS), is 11 used on the merged GHCN+CAMS station data to generate 0.5 latitude by 0.5 longitude gridded 12 results. The scheme uses multiple passes through the grid at subsequently lower radii of 13 influence. The first guess value of the analysis grid is set to the arithmetic average of the 14 observations in the area. For each pass, a new value is determined for each grid point by arriving 15 at a correction factor for that grid point. This correction factor is determined by looking at each 16 station within the radius of influence from the grid point. For each such station, a discrepancy is 17 defined as the difference of the station value and a value interpolated from the nearby grid to that 18 station. Then a distance weighted formula is applied to all such discrepancies within the radius of 19 influence of the grid point to arrive at a correction value for that grid point. A number of 20 combination radii of influence are tested and one group with 9 passes which gives the best 21 gridded data coverage (i.e. no holes at all or it keeps the number of holes to a minimum, and at 22 the same time preserves the fine spatial structure) is chosen and then used for the entire analysis. 23
Normally, two approaches can be used to interpolate irregular station observations to a 24 regular spatial grid (here global 0.5x0.5 degree high resolution). The first and conceptually the 25 easiest approach is to interpolate 'full' station temperature (total values) directly to the grid. 26
However, this approach has some limitations and is only good for areas having a spatially and 1 temporally dense station network with small gradients. For areas having only a few stations or in 2 mountainous areas with a lot of missing data in time, the full (value) approach may generate 3 large errors in the interpolated temperature fields. An alternative to the full approach is the 4 anomaly approach (as seen in the name CAMS). This approach is based on the assumption that 5 the monthly temperature anomalies tend to be large scale, and relatively independent of 6 topographic control. Therefore, the anomaly interpolation should yield more accurate results 7 than the full value interpolation approach. A further discussion about the two approaches can be 8 found in section 2.4. The amended anomaly approach, with some unique features and the 9 purpose of obtaining full values at the end, is followed here and involves five steps that can be 10 described as follows: 11
(1) A gridded 30-year mean monthly climatology is constructed by using the Cressman 12 objective analysis scheme described in the above, based on the merged GHCN+CAMS MMSAT 13 station data for the period from 1961 to 1990, which has relatively better station data coverage 14 over the globe during this period. Then the station mean monthly climatology is obtained by bi-15 linearly interpolating the above gridded mean monthly climatology back to the given station 16 locations within the grid space. One advantage of doing it this way is that every station data 17 passed quality control is used and stations with missing data during some months or even the 18 whole period of 1961-1990 may still get a 1961-1990 station climatology (i.e. obtain data by 19 interpolation from nearby stations). Since no terrain adjustment was done as yet to the above 20 gridded climatology and station climatology, both of them are referred to as the unadjusted 21 climatologies. 22
(2) The anomalies of the station MMSAT data are determined by subtracting the above 23 unadjusted station MMSAT climatology. Next, the station monthly anomalies are interpolated to 24 the grid. To produce the full MMSAT, the gridded anomaly fields obtained here, together with 25 the unadjusted MMSAT gridded climatology fields from (1), are combined to deliver the full 26 values of (no elevation adjustment) gridded temperature analysis. The values of the gridded 1 temperature analysis are representative for the grid points. 2
In order to refine both the above unadjusted gridded and station climatologies, the 3 procedure (2) in above can be repeated many times, where in the first round the unadjusted 4 climatologies will be calculated from (1), i.e. the full value interpolation. In the next few rounds 5 the unadjusted climatologies will be obtained from procedure (2), i.e. the anomaly interpolation 6 approach¸ assuming anomaly interpolation will generate more accurate results. Eventually the 7 interpolated value on each grid or station will converge to a certain number. 8 (3) Here, a terrain adjustment is applied to the above gridded mean monthly unadjusted 9 climatology to derive the adjusted climatology. The difference between the interpolated 10 (reported) station elevation and the grid elevation is multiplied by the spatial-temporal varying 11 near surface air temperature lapse rate and added to the unadjusted climatology, see section 3 for 12 more detail. 13 (4) Another MMSAT climatology on exactly the same 0.5x0.5 grid as the above 14 GHCN+CAMS grid, based on more than 12000 station mean monthly temperature normals 15 collected by the Climate Research Unit (CRU) of University of East Anglia, United Kingdom for 16 period of 1961-1990, (New et al 1999) , is used to repair the holes in the gridded GHCN+CAMS 17 MMSAT climatology in areas where there is not enough station data available to us, such as a 18 tiny hole in the Sahel and a large portion of north and central Greenland. 19 (5) To produce the elevation adjusted full MMSAT, the gridded anomaly fields obtained 20
in (2), together with the elevation adjusted MMSAT climatology fields from (3) and (4), are 21 combined to deliver the full values of gridded temperature analysis. 22
2.4). Analysis quality checks 23
A few methods are used here to check the quality of the analysis. First, as a sanity check 24 for the Cressman analysis used in this study, the gridded MMSATs with the full value 25 interpolation and anomaly interpolation (no terrain adjustment applied) are returned to the 26 station locations at different time points (see Figure 3 as an example). The differences between 1 the returned values from gridded data and the original station values are almost zero in most 2 areas (see Table 1 for statistical results based on the 30 year ) mean), except in the 3 areas with poor spatial and temporal data coverage, and land/water boundary, as it should. 4
An inter-comparison between the full value interpolation and anomaly interpolation 5 (yielding full values at the end) has been conducted over the global domain. In general, the 6 interpolation of anomalies generates less 'bull's eyes' and yields better patterns and amplitude of 7
anomalies. The statistical analysis (see Table 1 and Table 2 ) also shows similar results. Figure 3  8 displays the time series of the surface air temperature at some randomly selected high elevation 9 stations for both full value interpolation and anomaly interpolation (no topography adjustment 10 was done for either interpolation approach yet). The comparison indicates that over the area 11 having better station network and less missing data the results from the two interpolation 12 methods are very similar. However, over the region with sparse station network coverage and 13 more missing data in time, the results show that the anomaly interpolation yields better phase 14 evolution and more accurate amplitudes of the surface air temperature, while the full value 15 interpolation produces, on occasion, large errors. 16
Also to examine the impact of varying station network density on the accuracy and 17 sensitivity of the interpolated MMSAT, one simple inter-comparison has been made by 18 removing about 200 available stations over the global land area from the analysis by raising the 19 matching (or duplication) criteria. The difference of the two gridded MMSAT datasets are quite 20 small and no serious degradation is found due to decreasing the number of available stations. 21
Another cross-validation was conducted by randomly separating the total number of stations 22 (10978 here) into ten groups and then withdrawing the data from one group (10%) one at a time 23 and comparing it with the analysis from the remaining 90% of station data at locations of the 24 withdrawn stations. This process was conducted ten times so that it guarantees each station was 25 withdrawn once. Table 2 shows that the interpolation accuracy degrades with the reducing 26 station network density. In general, accuracy decreases more seriously in areas with poor spatial 1 and temporal data coverage, and land/water boundary (not shown). The accuracy of the 2 GHCN+CAMS analyses should be close to the results in Table 2 . But keep in mind that the 3 uncertainty of 1 0 C comes about from very large areas with a few tenths uncertainty and small 4 areas with huge errors. 5 6 3. Topographic Adjustment 7 Among many common spatial climate-forcing factors, terrain or orography features can 8 heavily affect the spatial patterns of some meteorological variables, such as precipitation, surface 9 air temperature, radiation, humidity etc. Sometimes steep gradients or large spatial variations can 10 be found over short distances. In regions with significant and complex terrain, surface air 11 temperature usually exhibits predictable (decrease or increase) variations with elevation. 12 Therefore, interpolation of these meteorological variables accounting for the impact of 13 topography is necessary, if the station elevation is different from the interpolated grid elevation. 14 In this paper, a topography adjustment, which depends on the elevation differences and the 15 nearby surface air temperature lapse-rate, is used based on 16
where T grid is the resulting gridded surface air temperature and T sta is the surface air temperature 18 on the same grid as T grid but gridded from the merged GHCN+CAMS station data, γ is the 19 temperature lapse rate and ∆Z = Z grid − Z sta , where Z grid is the 0.5x0.5 topography (interpolated from 20 a global digital topography at 0.083333x0.083333 degree resolution, which originates from the 21 US Geological Survey Digital Elevation Model data and is considered as true elevation), and Z sta 22 is the GHCN+CAMS reported station elevation analyzed onto the same 0.5 x 0.5 resolution and 23 represents the topography of the station networks. Some common spatial climate forcing factors, 24 such as coastal effects, land surface character (i.e. bare soil, vegetation and forest), the 25 orientation, position and barrier of terrain, are ignored. Figure 4 shows the land surface 26 elevation difference ∆Z, defined as in equation (1). Significant elevation differences can be seen in 1 the major mountainous areas. Therefore, topographic adjustment in those areas is necessary. 2 Typically, the dry adiabatic lapse rate d γ is 9.8 deg/km. The moist adiabatic lapse rate m γ 3 depends on the amount of moisture present and varies from 3 to 7 deg/km in the lower 4 troposphere. It is known that the actual temperature lapse rate not only has a diurnal cycle, but 5 also varies with space and season (Bolstad et al 1998 , Rolland 2002 . Figure 5 presents a 6 monthly global near surface air temperature lapse-rate climatology, estimated from NCEP-DOE 7 global Reanalysis temperature fields and geopotential height fields at 1000hPa, 925hPa, 850hPa, 8 700hPa and 600hPa for period of 1981-2005, together with the topography Z grid . That is, given 9 the choice of levels, the surface air temperature lapse-rateγ was selected from the nearest layer. 10 Some typical features can be seen, such as in general, surface air temperature lapse rates over 11 land have much larger seasonal variation than those over the ocean (not shown over the ocean). 12
Over land the surface air temperature lapse-rates in the warm season and low latitude are larger 13 than those in the cold season and high latitude. The seasonal evolution of the monthly surface air 14 temperature lapse-rate climatology obtained here are comparable with those calculated based on 15 the observations (Harlow et al 2004) . 16 climatology quite well. The small differences among the three datasets suggest that there is 24 uncertainty due to the methods used to generate the datasets, different data sources and the 25 topography represented by their respective grids. Clear differences are found between the 26 merged GHCN+CAMS surface air temperature climatologies with and without topographic 1 adjustment. The unadjusted GHCN+CAMS dataset is warmer than the adjusted GHCN+CAMS 2 dataset datasets, which indicates many stations in the western US mountainous regions are either 3 in the valley or at lower elevation. In general, the difference of the unadjusted and adjusted 4 GHCN+CAMS datasets are smaller in the cold season (low lapse-rate) than the warm season 5 (high lapse rate), indicating the topographic adjustment is more important for the warm season. 6
As a cautionary comment for the above terrain difference between the two elevation data 7 sets, an artificial error (or adjustment) may be induced on the grid when the station is exactly on 8 the grid (in terms of latitude/longitude) but with a different surface elevation. If not specifically 9 mentioned otherwise, all following gridded GHCN+CAMS results are derived from the anomaly 10 interpolation approach and topographic adjustment scheme defined here with the above 11 topography difference and space-time varying surface air temperature lapse rate. 12 4. Preliminary Results
1). Comparison with PRISM MMSAT 14
At lower elevation in areas covered by a dense station network, different surface air 15 temperature datasets, such as the merged GHCN+CAMS, PRISM and CRU datasets, are very 16 close to one another. The real challenge is in the mountainous regions with sparse station 17 network. Figure 7 shows the January and July spatial distribution of the surface air temperature 18 climatology from the merged GHCN+CAMS datasets, and from the PRISM surface air 19 temperature dataset, and their differences for the respective months. (The PRISM data has been 20 re-gridded to the GHCN+CAMS grid for the purpose of producing the difference maps.) The 21 PRISM dataset used here is derived from a more complicated interpolation technique and has 22 much higher (4 km) resolution. The results show that the major patterns of the GHCN+CAMS 23 and PRISM datasets are similar and the elevation adjusted GHCN+CAMS dataset is more in 24 agreement with the PRISM dataset than the unadjusted GHCN+CAMS (not shown). However, 25 clear differences (around 2 to 4 0 C) between the GHCN+CAMS and PRISM datasets are found 26 in the western US mountainous regions, and the structures of the differences switch between the 1 January and July patterns. In general, the differences in the eastern US are smaller (less than 0.5 2 0 C) for all months (not shown). These differences are due to different data sources, interpolation 3 methods and data resolutions. 4
2). Comparison to the National Climate Data Center (NCDC) climate division data 5
In this section, the NCDC 344 climate division MMSAT data set over the conterminous 6 US was compared to the gridded GHCN+CAMS MMSAT. Figure 8 illustrates the 30 year 7 climatology for January and July averaged for the period of 1961-1990, and their difference for 8 the respective months (here the NCDC climate division data has been interpolated to a 1x1 9 degree grid and the GHCN+CAMS data has been re-gridded to the same grid). The major 10 patterns and even some fine structures of the climatology from the two data sets are very similar 11 to each other. However, larger differences can be seen in the western US mountainous region, 12 where the climate division data can be more than 4 0 C warmer. The main reason for the 13 differences is that the climate division data (an average of all data within the climate division) 14 The CRU MMSAT climatology for the period of 1961 to 1990 is used to validate the 4 merged GHCN+CAMS MMSAT climatology for the same period. The two datasets are already 5 on the same grid, i.e. no regridding is required. The seasonal evolution of spatial patterns for the 6 gridded GHCN+CAMS and CRU surface MMSAT climatology closely follow each other (not 7 shown). For all months, all major patterns over the globe in both higher and lower latitudes, and 8 even most of the fine structures in the mountainous areas of the two MMSAT climatology data 9 sets are very similar. The annual cycles of the merged GHCN+CAMS and CRU MMSAT 10 averaged over the Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemispheres respectively follow each 11 other very closely in both phase and amplitude (see Figure 9) , with CRU MMSAT slightly 12 colder in the Northern Hemisphere and slightly warmer in the Southern Hemisphere in the boreal 13 spring and winter. For the zonal mean, the two data sets agree with each other reasonably well, 14 but some differences are seen and they vary with locations and seasons. 15
The differences between the merged GHCN+CAMS MMSAT seasonal mean climatology 16 and the CRU MMSAT seasonal mean climatology are depicted in Figure 10 . It shows that in 17 most areas with a better station network coverage the differences between the two climatology 18 data sets are very small. The major differences appear in the high mountainous areas where the 19 observations are also scarce. These differences could be resulting from using different 20 interpolation schemes, different elevations and/or different elevation adjustments and different 21 data sources. The other areas having relatively large differences are located in the uninhabited 22 desert regions and high latitudes, such as in the Andes Mountains and the Sahara region, the 23 mountainous area of the US, Canada and into Alaska, and in the Far-Eastern part of Russia, with 1 a clear seasonal reversal of the sign of the difference (this may be because our orographic 2 adjustment is more sophisticated since it has a seasonally varying lapse rate). Another possible 3 reason for these differences is that the merged GHCN+CAMS has a slightly better station 4 network coverage than the CRU data set over the uninhabited high latitude regions. 5
4). Comparison to the global CDAS/Reanalysis II and ERA40 datasets 6
The CDAS /Reanalysis II (Kanamitsu et al 2002) is an updated version of 7 CDAS/Reanalysis I (Kistler et al 2001) and has been widely used in diagnosis, simulation and 8 prediction, such as in the current version of the NCEP Climate Forecast System (CFS; Saha et al 9 (2006)), which uses CDAS/Reanalysis II for its atmosphere and land initial conditions. However, 10 some of the CDAS/Reanalysis II variables are model generated and no observations were 11 assimilated, such as the 2m surface air temperature. Figure 11 was further post-processed to ingest surface air temperature observations. Figure 12 shows the 13 differences of the ERA40 MMSAT climatology (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) and the merged GHCN+CAMS 14 MMSAT climatology (here the GHCN+CAMS data has been re-gridded to the ERA40 grid) over 15 the global land portion for the same period of 1981-2000. Compared to the CDAS/Reanalysis II 16 data set, the biases of the ERA40 MMSAT respective to the GHCN+CAMS data set are clearly 17 smaller. However, noticeable and persistent biases are still found over a large portion of the high 18 latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, the Tibetan Plateau, the Sahara region, the equatorial 19 Central America and the Andes Mountains. 20
The temporal anomaly correlations between the Reanalysis II and GHCN+CAMS data 21 sets and between the ERA40 and GHCN+CAMS data sets over the global land surface domain 22 for period of January 1981-December 2000 are presented in Figure 13 , which shows where the 1 Reanalysis data sets are in good or bad agreement with GHCN+CAMS data set. In general, both 2 Reanalysis data sets are very well correlated (>0.9) with the observations (GHCN+CAMS) over 3 North America, Europe, Asia and Australia, where we have good observation coverage, but note 4 some deterioration over mountains (<0.90 or even <0.80). However, very poor correlations are 5 found in the tropical Central America, tropical Africa, the Sahara, high mountainous regions and 6 a large part of Greenland. Overall, ERA40 Reanalysis did a slightly better job than NCEP-DOE 7
Reanalysis over these problematic areas, but the basic problem is still the same. Very similar bias patterns but with even larger differences are obtained by using the 4 CDAS/Reanalysis I and ERA40 data sets in comparison to the CRU climatology for the period 5 of , which are also comparable with those results found in the ERA40 Project Report 6
Series (Hagemann et al 2005) . These results suggest that none of the Reanalysis MMSAT may, 7
as of now, not be suitable as an input forcing for models (such as H96) and model validation in 8 general, even though its anomalies may be suitable for verification over simple terrain in the 9 mid-latitudes. 10
Summary 11
A station observation based global monthly land surface air temperature dataset at 0.5 x 12 0.5 latitude-longitude resolution for the period of 1948 to present was developed recently at the 13 Climate Prediction Center, National Centers for Environmental Prediction. This data set is 14 different from some existing surface air temperature data sets in: (1) using the merged 15 GHCN+CAMS data sets, so it can be regularly updated in near real time with plenty of stations 16 and (2) some unique interpolation methods, such as the anomaly interpolation approach and a 17 spatially and temporally varying temperature lapse-rate, derived from the observation based 18 NCEP-DOE Reanalysis II, for topographic adjustment. 
